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Abstract

Background: Diverse national and international organizations have been developing projects for many years to improve testing practices. The main goal of this paper is to present the revised model of the European Federation of Psychologists’ Associations (EFPA) for the evaluation of the quality of tests. This model aims to provide test users with rigorous information about the theoretical, practical and psychometric characteristics of tests, in order to enhance their use. Method: For the revision of the test review model, an EFPA task force was established, consisting of six European experts from different countries, who worked on the update of the previous European model, adapting it to the recent developments in the field of psychological and educational measurement. Results: The updated EFPA model provides for the comprehensive evaluation of tests. The first part describes test characteristics exhaustively, and in the second part, a quantitative and narrative evaluation of the most relevant psychometric characteristics of tests is presented. Conclusions: A revision of the European model for the description and evaluation of psychological and educational tests is presented. The revised model is analyzed in light of recent developments in the field.
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Various national and international organisations such as the International Test Commission (ITC) and the European Federation of Psychologists’ Association (EFPA) have been working for many years on diverse projects to improve the use of tests (Bartram, 2011; Evers et al., 2012; Muñiz & Bartram, 2007). Sensible test use requires the test to have pertinent psychometric properties, on the one hand, and, on the other, to be used adequately. As in any other scientific-technical area, the metric quality of a measuring instrument is a necessary condition to achieve rigorous results, but it is not enough, because inappropriate use of an instrument can ruin an excellent test. Aware of this fact, international organisations, such as the ITC and the EFPA, have developed a full set of projects aimed at improving the use of tests in applied settings. These projects are of a very diverse nature, although all of them can be structured around two large complementary strategies, one of a restrictive nature and the other one more informative.

The projects included in the restrictive strategy focus on limiting the use of tests to professionals who are trained and accredited for this activity (Bartram, 1996, 2011; Bartram & Coyne, 1998; Muñiz & Fernández-Hermida, 2000; Muñiz, Prieto, Almeida, & Bartram, 1999). In contrast, the informative strategy includes diverse types of projects aimed at disseminating information and knowledge about tests, assuming that the more information test users have, the more likely they are to use tests adequately. Within this strategy, various lines of action can be distinguished, among which are various sets of standards or guidelines, norms of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), and test quality assessment.

Guidelines include all kinds of technical recommendations for the construction and analysis of tests (AERA, APA, NCME, 1999; Brennan, 2006; Downing & Haladyna, 2006; Wilson, 2005), or ethical and deontological standards (European Federation of Professional Psychologists’ Associations, 2005; Fernández
Ballesteros et al., 2001; Joint Committee on Testing Practices, 2002; Koocher & Keith-Spiegel, 2007; Leach & Oakland, 2007; Lindsay, Koene, Ovreeide, & Lang, 2008), as well as other recommendations targeting specific settings, for example, for the translation and adaptation of tests (Hambleton, Merenda, & Spielberger, 2005), or others (Muñiz & Bartram, 2007). The ISO standards are not of a legal nature, but they establish a framework of international quality, which favours good professional practice. The new ISO 10667 standard, which regulates all the aspects involving assessment of people in work settings, was recently published (ISO, 2011). It includes the entire assessment process, constituting an excellent framework for the integration of other standards and guidelines such as those developed by the EFPA and ITC. Lastly, the third line of research focuses on the assessment of test quality, with the aim of providing users with all the necessary information for appropriate decision-making about measurement instruments. This is the framework of the model of test assessment presented in this work. Professionals of psychology have always demanded more technical information about tests (Evers et al., 2012; Muñiz & Bartram, 2007; Muñiz et al., 2001). This information can be provided in various ways, but to do this more systematically, the EFPA Committee on Tests and Testing developed the EFPA Review Model to assess the quality of tests (note that since 2011 the name of this committee has been changed to the EFPA Board of Assessment).

The current test review model was first published on the EFPA website in 2002 (Bartram, 2002), followed by several revisions of the model (e.g., Lindley, Bartram, & Kennedy, 2008). However, since the first publication of the model enormous advances have been made in the field of psychological and educational assessment, so it was necessary to revise the EFPA model thoroughly in order to include aspects of development derived from new information technologies in the area of assessment, such as computer-based tests, assessment by Internet, automated reports, or new models of Item Response Theory. The objective of this paper is to describe the revision of the model, which was completed in 2013.

Model development

The main goal of the EFPA Test Review Model is to provide a description and a detailed and rigorous assessment of the tests, scales and questionnaires used in the field of psychological and educational assessment. This information will be made available to test users and professionals, in order to improve tests and testing, and help them to make the right assessment decisions. The EFPA Test Review Model is part of the information strategy of the EFPA, which aims to provide all necessary technical information about the tests in order to enhance its use (Evers et al., 2012; Muñiz & Bartram, 2007). At present the EFPA model is in use in four European countries (Norway, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom), whereas the model is translated, but not in use yet, in four other countries (Czech Republic, Hungary, Lithuania, and Russia) (Evers, 2012).

The original version of the EFPA test review model was produced from a number of sources, including the British Psychological Society (BPS) Test Review Evaluation Form (e.g., Bartram, Lindley, & Foster, 1990; Lindley et al., 2001), the Dutch Rating System for Test Quality (Evers, 2001a, 2001b), and the Spanish Questionnaire for the Evaluation of Psychometric Tests (Prieto & Muñiz, 2000). The synthesis of parts of these previously existing models was done with the permission of the associations concerned. Some major updated passages in the current revision have been adopted from the revised Dutch rating system (Evers, Lucassen, Meijer, & Sijsma, 2010; Evers, Sijsma, Lucassen, & Meijer, 2010) with permission of the authors. The revision also incorporates the guidance on reviewing translated and adapted test developed by Lindley (2009).

The revision of the model (version 4.2.6) was prepared by a Task Force of the EFPA Board of Assessment, whose members were Arne Evers (chair, the Netherlands), Carmen Hagemeister (Germany), Andreas Høstmælingen (Norway), Patricia Lindley (UK), José Muñiz (Spain), and Anders Sjöberg (Sweden). Also the convenor of the Board of Assessment, Dave Bartram, made a major contribution to the work of the Task Force. All 24 members of the Board of Assessment were consulted several times to comment on draft versions of the revised model. In addition, they were asked to circulate the draft revisions for review among experts in the countries they represent. All comments were discussed in the Task Force; some of them caused substantial changes, most of them were at least partially implemented.

Presentation of the model

In the Introduction to the EFPA Test Review Model, a test is defined as “any evaluative device or procedure in which a sample of examinee’s behaviour in a specified domain is obtained and subsequently evaluated and scored using a standardized process” (AERA, APA, & NCME, 1999, p. 3). This definition is presented in order to make it clear that the review model applies to all such instruments, whether called a (single) scale, a (multi-scale) questionnaire, a projective technique, or whatever.

The EFPA Test Review Model is in three main parts; in the first part (Description of the instrument), all the features of the test are described in detail in a non-evaluative way. In the second part (Evaluation of the instrument), the fundamental properties of the test are evaluated against the EFPA model criteria (in Table 1 an overview of part 1 and 2 is presented). In the third part (Bibliography), the references used in the review model are included.

Description of the instrument

This part includes five sections: General description, Classification, Measurement and scoring, Computer generated reports, and Supply conditions and costs. The General description

---

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General description</td>
<td>Quality of the explanation of the rationale, the presentation and the information involved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Quality of the test materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement and scoring</td>
<td>Norms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer generated reports</td>
<td>Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply conditions and costs</td>
<td>Validity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality of computer generated reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
provides the basic information needed to identify the instrument and where to obtain it. It gives the title of the instrument, the publisher and/or distributor, the author(s), the date of original publication and the date of the version that is being reviewed. The second section dedicated to the Classification includes all the information needed in order to clearly classify the test, including aspects such as: Content domains, main areas of use, populations for which the test is intended, variables measured by the instrument, response mode, demands on the test taker, items format, ipsatity, number of items, administration mode, time required for administering the instrument, and availability of different forms. The third section on Measurement and scoring includes the scoring procedure for the test, a brief description of the scoring system to obtain global and partial scores, the scales used, and score transformation for norming scores. In the fourth section, Computer generated reports, the description of the characteristics of computerized reports include aspects such as media used, complexity, structure, sensitivity to context, clinical-actuarial, modifiability, transparency, style and tone, and intended recipients. Finally, in the fifth section, the Supply conditions and costs are described, specifying what the publisher will provide, to whom, under what conditions and at what costs. It defines the conditions imposed by the supplier on who may or may not obtain the instrument materials.

Evaluation of the instrument

This second part makes up the central part of the model, as all the essential aspects (such as norms or reliability, see Table 1) of the test are evaluated here. For each attribute, a number of items, sometimes arranged in sub-sections, has to be considered. Likert-type items make use of a scale with five categories ranging from zero to four, with the following meanings. Zero means that the attribute being evaluated cannot be rated as no, or insufficient information is provided, (1) means ‘inadequate’, (2) ‘adequate’, (3) ‘good’, and (4) ‘excellent’. For each attribute, the reviewer is asked to comment upon the quality and also to integrate the ratings of the various items in an overall judgment of the adequacy of the attribute concerned. For these overall judgments, the same Likert-type scales are used. For these overall judgments, where a [0] or a [1] rating is provided on an attribute that is regarded as critical to the safe use of an instrument, the review will recommend that the instrument should not be used, except in exceptional circumstances by highly skilled experts or in research.

In order to carry out the evaluation, the more relevant sources of information are: (a) the manual and/or reports that are supplied by the publisher for the user, (b) open information that is available in the academic or other literature, (c) reports held by the publisher that are not formally published or distributed, and (d) reports that are commercial in confidence, as in some instances, publishers may have technically important material that they are unwilling to make public for commercial reasons. In the case of (d), publishers can be invited to provide this information under non-disclosure agreements for the information of the reviewers only.

Seven main attributes of the test are evaluated.

Quality of the explanation of the rationale, the presentation and the information provided

In this section, a number of ratings need to be given to various attributes of the documentation supplied with the instrument (or package). The term ‘documentation’ is taken to cover all those materials supplied or readily available to the qualified user: that is, the administrator’s manual; technical handbooks; booklets of norms; manual supplements; updates from publishers/suppliers and so on.

Quality of the test materials

The quality of the materials of paper-and-pencil tests, computer based tests (CBT) and web based tests (WBT) are reviewed here. In the case of paper-and-pencil tests, aspects such as general quality of test materials (test booklets, answer sheets, test objects, etc.), ease with which the test taker can understand the task, or clarity and comprehensiveness of the instruction for the test taker are assessed in this section. In relation to CBT and WBT, special attention is paid to the software and usability of the interfaces.

Norms

This section is divided into two sub-sections, the first relative to norm-referenced tests, and the second to criterion-referenced tests. Special attention is paid in both parts to the nature, selection and characteristics of the sample(s) used. Also, the selection of critical scores and continuous norming procedures are analyzed (Bechger, Hemker, & Maris, 2009).

Reliability

Every aspect of test reliability is assessed in this section, with special emphasis on internal consistency, the test-retest coefficient, parallel forms, the item response theory approach, and inter-rater reliability. The size of reliability coefficients and sample adequacy are rated as well.

Validity

In order to properly understand the way the EFPA review model faces the assessment of validity, a few words have to be said. In the literature, many types of validity are differentiated, for instance, Drenth and Sijtsma (2006) mention eight different types. The differentiations may have to do with the purpose of validation or with the process of validation by specific techniques of data analysis. In the last decades of the past century, there was a growing consensus that validity should be considered as a unitary concept and that differentiations in types of validity should be considered as different types of gathering evidence only (American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, & National Council on Measurement in Education, 1999). Borsboom, Mellenbergh, and Van Heerden (2004) state that a test is valid for measuring an attribute if variations in the attribute causally produce variation in the measured outcomes. Whichever approach to validity one prefers, for a standardised evaluation, it is necessary to have some structure for the concept of validity. For this reason, separate sub-sections on construct and criterion validity are included. Depending on the purpose of the test, one of these types of evidence may be more relevant than the other. However, it is considered that construct validity is the more fundamental concept and that evidence on criterion validity may add to establishing the construct validity of a test. It is also considered that a test may have different validities depending on the type of decisions made.
with the test, the type of samples used, etc. However, inherent in a test review system is that a quality judgment has to be made about the (construct or criterion) validity of a test. This judgment should be a reflection of the quality of the evidence that the test can be used for the range of inferences and interpretations that are stated in the manual. The broader the intended applications, the more validity evidence the author/publisher should deliver. Note that the final ratings for construct and criterion validity will be a kind of average of this evidence and that there may be situations or groups for which the test may have higher or lower validities, or for which the validity may not have been studied at all. With this in mind, an exhaustive assessment of all types of validity evidences is carried out.

**Quality of computer generated reports**

Computer generated reports can be seen as varying in both their breadth and their specificity. Reports may also vary in the range of people for whom they are suitable. Reports that separate tailored reports are provided for different groups of recipients. In this section the most relevant features of the reports are evaluated, such as reliability, validity, fairness, acceptability, length, and overall adequacy. The evaluation can consider additional matters such as whether the reports take into account any checks of consistency of responding, response bias measures (e.g., measures of central tendency in ratings) and other indicators of the confidence with which the person's scores can be interpreted.

**Final evaluation**

This section contains a concise, clearly argued judgment about the test. It describes its pros and cons, and gives some general recommendations about how and when it might be used—together with warnings (where necessary) about when it should not be used. Depending on the evaluation of the critical technical criteria (norms, reliability, validity and computer generated reports), a recommendation is given for the type of use of the instrument and the required qualifications of the test user.

**Main changes introduced by the revision of the EFPA model**

In general, the changes concern four main issues. First, in the original version of the EFPA Review Model the focus of the more practical criteria (Quality of the explanation of the rationale, the presentation and the information provided, Quality of the test materials) was primarily on paper-and-pencil tests (apart from the separate criterion for the evaluation of the quality of computer generated reports), but nowadays many new tests do not even have a paper-and-pencil version anymore. Second, in the original version of the model, the questions and recommendations regarding the psychometric criteria (norms, reliability and validity) were essentially based on classical test theory. However, in the last decade, more and more tests are constructed using non-classical approaches. Third, the model did not deal systematically with the effects of the continuing globalization on the world of tests and testing, such as the translation and adaption of tests for use in other cultures, testing of clients in a non-native language, the use of international norms, etc. Separate guidance on dealing with this was prepared for use with the original EFPA model (Lindley, 2009), but this needed to be formally incorporated into the model. Fourth, the model was a bit too focused on tests that are primarily used in work- and organizational settings. This is a reflection of the fact that the model had been primarily used for the review of tests used in these settings only. Although the scope of the model has become broader, for instance, the examples described were still almost exclusively work-centred.

The text of the original version of the model was screened by the members of the task force with respect to these four issues. If necessary, text was modified or content was added. In addition, many smaller changes (e.g., in the lay-out, some restructuring of the model, etc.) were implemented. The major changes with respect to the descriptive and evaluative sections are summarized in Table 2. This is intended to provide sufficient information to explain the changes in the descriptive section and for the evaluative criteria Quality of the explanation of the rationale, the presentation and the information provided, Quality of the test materials, and Quality of computer generated reports. The changes in the criteria Norms, Reliability, Construct validity, and Criterion validity require some further explanation.

**Norms**

Scoring a test usually results in a raw score. Raw scores partly are determined by characteristics of the test, such as number of items, item difficulty or item popularity (i.e., item mean score on positively phrased personality or attitude rating scales), and test conditions. Thus, the raw score is difficult to interpret and generally unsuited for practical use. To give meaning to a raw score, two ways of scaling or categorizing raw scores can be distinguished (American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Association, & National Council on Measurement in Education, 1999). First, a set of scaled scores or norms may be derived from the distribution of raw scores of a reference group. This is called norm-referenced interpretation. Second, standards may be derived from a domain of skills or subject matter to be mastered (domain-referenced interpretation) or cut scores may be derived from the results of empirical validity research (criterion-referenced interpretation). With the latter two possibilities, raw scores will be categorized in two or more different score ranges, for example, to assign patients in different score ranges to different treatment programs, to assign pupils scoring below a critical score to remedial teaching, or to accept or reject applicants in personnel selection. The provision of norms, standards or cut scores is a basic requirement for the practical use of most tests but there are exceptions. Examples are tests for which only intra-individual interpretation is recommended (such as some ipsative scaled instruments) and tests used for intra-individual comparisons across time. In such cases the qualification ‘not applicable’ is used.

In the revised model, the section on norm-referenced interpretation has nine items, including four new items. Two of these new items are also introduced in the sub-sections on domain- and criterion-referenced norming. One item checks whether information on practice effects is available. This item will have no direct consequences for the overall judgment about the norms, but it is considered positively if some guidelines (or even norms in case of a retest) for the interpretation of scores are given, particularly for tests for which retesting is regular practice. The other item concerns the ageing of the norms. This item may have more severe consequences, as norms (or standards or cut scores) that are older than 20 years are considered ‘inadequate’. Norms
### PART 1 DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT

Section 3: Classification

**Item 3.1**
The number of content domains is extended and reordered.

**Item 3.7**
New item. This item asks for the capabilities and skills (e.g., vision, command of test language, reading) which are necessary for the test taker to work on the test as intended and to allow for a fair interpretation.

**Item 3.9**
New item. If items with multiple choice mixed scale alternatives are used, this item checks whether the resulting scores are ipsative.

Section 6: Supply conditions and costs

**Items 6.6 and 6.7**
In these items, that relate to test-related and professional qualifications required by the supplier of the test, the EFPA competence levels are introduced.

### PART 2 EVALUATION OF THE INSTRUMENT

**Rating scale adjusted from 0 – 5 into 0 – 4 (the score of 2 was not used and left out).**

Section 7: Quality of the explanation of the rationale, the presentation and the information provided

**Items 7.2.2.1 and 7.2.2.2**
Item 7.2.2.1 deals with the adequacy of the description of the developmental process of a test. A second item is added, which asks for specific details if the test is developed through translation and/or adaptation.

**Items 7.2.6 and 7.2.7**
The one item with respect to the information regarding validity is split into two items, one for construct and one for criterion validity.

**Item 7.2.8**
New item. This item deals with the completeness of the information concerning computer generated reports.

**Items 7.3.2 and 7.3.3**
The one item with respect to the quality of the procedural instructions concerning scoring and norming was split into two items.

**Item 7.3.7**
New item. This item checks if restrictions on use (e.g. types of disability, literacy levels required) are mentioned in the manual.

**Item 7.3.8**
New item. This item asks for the completeness of the information concerning software and technical support in case of CBT or WBT.

Section 8: Quality of test materials

This section is split in two sub-sections, one for paper-and-pencil tests and one for CBT or WBT. The two sub-sections have some items in common, but in the CBT/WBT-section also the quality of the software, the design of the user interface and the security of the test has to be judged.

**Old item 2.5**
This item asked for the test quality of the local adaptation. It is deleted, because always the local adaptation is subject of a review.

**Items 8.1.3 and 8.2.3**
New items. These items ask for the clarity and comprehensiveness of the instruction for the test taker.

Sections 9, 10 & 11: Norms, Reliability and Validity

The general introduction to these three sections is replaced by separate introductions for each chapter.

The item that asks for an overall judgment of the technical information (i.e., norms, reliability and validity) is removed.

### Section 9: Norms

**Item 9.1.4**
New item. In this item guidelines are given in case a model for continuous norming is used.

**Item 9.1.5**
An exhaustive list of procedures that can be used in sample selection is provided.

**Item 9.1.6**
New item. This item asks for the representativeness of the norm sample(s).

**Item 9.1.8**
New item. In this item the ageing/recency of the norms is judged.

**Item 9.1.9**
New item. This item asks for information about practice effects is supplied.

**Sub-section 9.2**
New sub-section. This sub-section deals with the quality of domain- or criterion-referenced norming.

### Section 10: Reliability

**Item 10.2.2**
New item. In this item the type of internal consistency coefficient that is used has to be marked.

**Items 10.2.4, 10.3.4 and 10.4.4**
New items. In these items is asked whether the samples used for computing the reliability coefficients concerned match the intended test takers.

**Item 10.3.3**
New item. In this item the test-retest interval has to be reported.

**Item 10.4.2**
New item. With respect to equivalence reliability it is judged to what extent assumptions for parallelism are met.

**Sub-sections 10.5, 10.6 and 10.7**
New sub-sections. Items with respect to reliability coefficients based on IRT, inter-rater reliability and other methods of reliability estimation are included.

### Section 11.1: Construct validity

**Item 11.1.1**
The list of research designs which can be used to study construct validity is extended.

**Items 11.1.2 to 11.1.9**
New items. For each design a separate item to judge whether the results support the construct validity is included.

**Item 11.1.12**
New item. This item asks for the age of the research.

### Section 11.2: Criterion validity

**Item 11.2.3**
New item. This item asks for the quality of the criterion measures.

**Item 11.2.4**
ROC-curves and guidelines for judging the outcomes of this type of assessing predictor-criterion relationships are introduced.

**Item 11.2.5**
New item. This item asks for the age of the research.

### Section 12: Quality of computer generated reports

**Old item 2.12.5**
The item dealing with the practicality of computer generated reports is deleted, because it was unclear and overlapped with item 12.6.

**Item 12.6**
The Length Index for judging the length of computer generated reports is removed.

### Section 13: Final evaluation

**Recommendations**
The rating for Validity-overall is used instead of the separate ratings for construct and criterion validity for the recommendation of the user level.

**Recommendations**
The number of recommendation categories is reduced from 7 to 6; EFPA User Qualification Levels are introduced.

**Notes references and bibliography**
The obligation for the reviewer to look for additional references about the test is removed.

### Appendix

An aide memoire of critical points for comment when an instrument has been translated and/or adapted from a non-local context has been added.
that are younger than 10 years are considered ‘excellent’. An item on the representativeness of the norm group(s) is now included, as this was not explicitly assessed with the former version of the model. Representativeness is primarily considered for the intended application domain. It is considered ‘excellent’ if data are gathered by means of a random sampling model and a thorough description of the composition of the sample(s) and the population(s) with respect to relevant background variables (such as gender, age, education, cultural background, occupation) is provided, whereas also good representativeness with regard to these variables is established.

The fourth new item sets guidelines for the sample size if a continuous-norming approach is used. Opposite to the ‘classical norming’ approach, the continuous-norming procedure uses the information from all available groups to construct the norms for a specific group, which results in more accurate norms than classical norms (e.g., Zachary & Gorsuch, 1985). Thus, a continuous-norming procedure produces the same accuracy using smaller individual norm groups. Bechger, Hemker, and Maris (2009) studied a continuous-norming approach for eight groups and developed rules for the size of individual norm groups to be used in continuous norming. They used a linear regression approach assuming equal variances and standard-normal score distributions in all groups. To compare the accuracy of both approaches, they used the standard error of the mean. The results showed that a group size of about 70 in the continuous approach (for eight groups) produced the same accuracy as a group size of 200 in the classical approach, and that group sizes of 100 and 150 corresponded to sizes of 300 and 400, respectively. These group sizes are mean values but in the outer groups, accuracy is a bit worse than in the middle groups; hence, the outer groups should be larger whereas the middle groups may be smaller. However, the computed values are meant as an example only, as the required group sizes will differ if the number of groups differs and if a different continuous-norming approach is used (although linear regression is the most common approach). Therefore, test constructors are advised to supply evidence about the level of accuracy of the continuous norms for their test. They should also supply information on the other moments of the score distribution, as well as information about deviations from the statistical assumptions underlying their continuous-norming procedure.

The new sub-section on domain-referenced interpretation has seven items. These items assess the selection and training of the experts, the number of experts used, the type of standard setting procedure, the type of coefficient for determining inter-rater agreement, the size of this coefficient, the ageing/recency of the norm study, and whether information about practice effects is available (the last two items being identical to those in the sections norm- and criterion-referenced interpretation).

In criterion-referenced interpretation, cut scores or expectancy tables are derived from empirical research. Actually, this concerns research on the criterion validity of the test, which also serves the process of setting norms empirically. Examples are research on the predictive validity of a test in personnel selection, and research on the sensitivity and specificity of a test in clinical psychology. This type of research is evaluated in the new sub-section on criterion-referenced norming exclusively from the perspective of setting norms; criterion validity per se is evaluated in the section concerned. The sub-section on criterion-referenced interpretation has three items. The first assesses the quality of the research. For the judgment of this item, no explicit guidelines are given as there is too much variation in the design of studies computing cut scores or expectancy tables. The other two items are the common ones for all three sub-sections (i.e., assessing ageing and the availability of information on practice effects).

Reliability

Reliability is a basic requirement for a test. However, different estimation methods may produce different reliability estimates and in different samples the test score may have different reliabilities, as reliability estimates depend on group heterogeneity. Thus, reliability results should be evaluated from the perspective of the test’s application. Classical test theory assumes that a test score additively consists of a reliable component (also called true score) and a component caused by random measurement error. The objective of the reliability analysis is to estimate the degree to which test-score variance is due to true-score variance.

In the previous version of the review model, recommendations were given with respect to internal consistency, test-retest reliability, and equivalence (parallel-form) reliability. In the revised model, coefficients based on IRT, inter-rater reliability, and other methods (e.g., generalizability theory, structural equation models) are also mentioned. As reliability estimates can differ depending on the characteristics of the group studied (particularly influential is the test-score variance), for some methods a question is added to the criteria that checks whether the samples used for computing the reliability coefficients match the intended test takers. In addition, if internal consistency coefficients are used the type of coefficient (e.g., alpha, lambda, g*ubh) has to be marked; if test-retest reliability is reported, the length of the test-retest interval has to be mentioned; and if equivalence reliability is used, the extent to which assumptions for parallelism are met has to be judged. These additions stress the fact that variations in the design can also influence the outcomes of a reliability study.

For determining the overall rating for reliability, the reviewers are advised to take into account: (a) the nature of the instrument (e.g., for some instruments internal consistency may be inappropriate, such as broad traits or scale aggregates), (b) the kind of decision based on the test score (e.g. for high-stakes decisions higher reliability coefficients are required than for low-stakes decisions), (c) whether one or more (types of) reliability studies are reported, (d) whether also standard errors of measurement are provided, (e) procedural issues (e.g. group size, number of reliability studies, heterogeneity of the group(s) on which the coefficient are computed), and (f) the comprehensiveness of the reporting on the reliability studies.

Construct validity

As argued above, in the revised version of the review model, the distinction between construct validity and criterion validity as separate criteria is maintained. Types of validity evidence that are construct-related (see below) are required for almost all tests, whatever the purpose of the test use (even when the purpose of a test is mere prediction, it would be odd not wanting to know what the test actually measures). Types of validity evidence that are criterion-related (see next section) will not be required or are less important for tests that are not intended for prediction.

Construct-related evidence should support the claim that the test measures the intended trait or ability. This concerns answers
to questions such as “What does the test measure?” and “Does the test measure the intended concept or does it partly or mainly measure something else?” By means of a great diversity of research designs, evidence for construct validity can be gathered. In the first item in this section, the reviewer has to mark which of the nine most common designs are used (a category ‘other’ is also included). These designs are: Exploratory Factor Analysis, Confirmatory Factor Analysis, (corrected) item-test correlations, testing for invariance of structure and differential item functioning across groups, differences between groups, correlations with other instruments and performance criteria (this may be research on criterion validity that is also relevant for construct validity), multi-trait-multi-method correlations, IRT methodology, or (quasi-) experimental designs. For each type of research, a separate question is formulated that asks for the adequacy of the results. In addition, but similar to the original version of the model, the sample sizes and the quality of the instruments used as criteria or markers have to be rated. Added to the model is an item in which the age of the research has to be filled in. Because ageing of research in one area may go faster than in another (depending on theoretical developments in that particular area), no general rule is formulated for taking the age of the research into account. It is left to the expertise of the reviewer to incorporate this information, like the methodological adequacy of the research, in his overall judgment about construct validity.

Criterion validity

Research on criterion-related evidence should demonstrate that a test score is a good predictor of non-test behavior or outcome criteria. Prediction can focus on the past (post-dictive or retrospective validity), the same moment in time (concurrent validity), or on the future (predictive validity). Basically, evidence of criterion validity is required for all kinds of tests. However, when it is explicitly stated in the manual that test use does not serve prediction purposes (such as educational tests that measure progress), criterion validity can be considered ‘not applicable’.

The core item in this sub-section asks for the strength of the relation(s) that is found between the test and the criteria. In the original version of the model, only rules for rating the size of correlation coefficients were given. However, particularly for use in clinical situations, data on the sensitivity and the specificity of a test may give more useful information on the relation between a test and a criterion. ROC-curves are a popular way of quantifying the sensitivity and specificity. Therefore, recommendations for judging the outcomes of this way of investigating predictor-criterion relationships are added. Similar to the original version of the model, the size of the sample(s) used has to be rated, but an item has been added with which the quality of the criterion measure(s) is assessed. The quality of the criterion measure is dependent both on the reliability of the measure and the extent to which the measure represents the criterion construct. Similar to construct validity, an item which questions the age of the research is added. As for construct validity, it is left to the expertise of the reviewer to incorporate this information in his overall judgment.

Applying the model

As important as the model itself is the way in which it is applied. For the original version of the model, it was recommended that tests should be evaluated by two independent reviewers, in a peer review process similar to the usual evaluation of scientific papers and projects. A guide editor should oversee the reviews and may call in a third reviewer if significant discrepancies between the two reviews are found. Some variations in the procedure are possible, whilst ensuring the competence and independence of the reviewers, as well as the guide editor. EFPA recommends that the evaluations in these reviews are directed towards qualified practising test users, though they should also be of interest to academics, test authors and specialists in psychometrics and psychological testing. No changes are made to these procedural recommendations.

Another key issue is the publication of the results of the test evaluation. The basic idea is that the results are available for all professionals and users (either paid or for free). A good option is that reviews are made available on the website of the National Psychological Association, although they could also be published by third parties or in other media such as journals or books.

The intention of making this review model widely available is to encourage the harmonisation of review procedures and criteria across Europe. Although harmonisation is one of the objectives of the model, another objective is to offer a system for test reviews to countries in which test reviews are not common practice yet. It is realised that local issues may necessitate changes in the EFPA Test Review Model or in the procedures when countries start to use the Model. Therefore, the Model is called a Model to stress that local adaptations are possible to guarantee a better fit with local needs. Comments on the EFPA test review model are welcomed in the hope that the experiences of instrument reviewers will be instrumental in improving and clarifying the processes.

Future perspectives

The revision of the EFPA model for the description and evaluation of tests arises from the need to adapt the model to the advances undergone by measurement instruments in the field of psychological and educational assessment. New updates will certainly be necessary after some time because, fortunately, this field is continually progressing. We cannot see into the future—nobody can—but we comment below on some of the possible pathways for the future development of psychological and educational assessment, following the lines presented in Evers et al. (2012), Muñiz (2012) and Muñiz, Eloua and Hambleton (2013), and essentially focusing on tests. The great forces currently shaping psychological assessment are new information technologies, especially the advances in computer science, multimedia, and the Internet. Authors like Bennet (1999, 2006), Breithaupt, Mills and Melican (2006) or Drasgow, Luecht and Bennet (2006) think that new technologies are having special impact on all aspects involved in psychological assessment, such as test design, item construction, item presentation, test scoring, and tele-assessment. All of this is changing the format and content of assessment, and there are reasonable misgivings about whether paper-and-pencil tests, as we know them, will be capable of withstanding this new technological change. New ways of assessment emerge, but psychometric tests will continue to be essential tools, in view of their objectivity and economy in terms of means and time (Phelps, 2005, 2008).

According to Hambleton (2004, 2006), six large areas will attract the attention of researchers and professionals in the coming years. The first area is the international use of tests, due to increasing globalization and ease of communication, which
poses a whole series of problems concerning the adaptation of tests from one country to another (Byrne et al., 2009; Calvo et al., 2012; Hambleton et al., 2005; Nogueira et al., 2012; Ortiz et al., 2012). The second area is the use of new psychometric models and technologies to generate and analyze tests, especially the models of the Item Response Theory (Abad, Olea, Ponsoda, & García, 2011; De Ayala, 2009; Elosua, Hambleton, & Muñiz, 2013; Hambleton, Swaminathan, & Rogers, 1991; Muñiz, 1997; Van der Linden & Hambleton, 1997). The third area is the appearance of new item formats derived from important computer and multimedia advances (Irvine & Kyllonen, 2002; Shermis & Burstein, 2003; Sireci & Zenisky, 2006; Zenisky & Sireci, 2002). The fourth area that will claim a lot of attention is everything related to computerized tests and their relations with the Internet, with special mention of Computerised Adaptive Tests (Van der Linden & Glas, 2010; Olea, Abad, & Barrada, 2010). Remote assessment or tele-assessment is another line of research that is developing rapidly (Bartram & Coyne, 2006; Leeson, 2006; Mills et al., 2002; Parshall et al., 2001; Wilson, 2005). The advances in automated trial scoring, which poses interesting challenges, are also noteworthy within this technological line (Shermís & Burstein, 2003; Williamson, Xi, & Breyer, 2012). The fifth area concerns the systems used to provide feedback (Goodman & Hambleton, 2004). Lastly, in the future, there will very probably be a great demand for training by diverse professionals who are related to assessment, not necessarily psychologists, but also psychologists, as well as teachers, doctors, nurses, etc.

These are some of the lines of research around which assessment activities will most probably revolve in the not too distant future, and they will have a great impact on the type of tests and their use. We did not intend to present an exhaustive review, but only to provide some clues to get one’s bearings in the rapidly changing world of psychological assessment because, in future editions, the EFPA model for test assessment will have to echo the advances that occur.
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